Nonlinearities are often encountered in the analysis and processing of real-world signals. This paper develops new transformations for nonlinear signal processing. The theory of tensor norms is employed to show that wavelets provide an optimal basis for the new transformations. The results are applied to Volterra kernel identification.
Introduction
Nonlinear signal coupling, mixing, and interaction play an important role in the analysis and processing of many signals. For instance, harmonic distortions and intermodulations are indicative of nonlinear behavior in amplifiers and faults in rotating machinery. Nonlinearities also arise in speech and audio processing, imaging, and communications. Furthermore, nonlinear signal processing techniques are commonly used in signal estimation and detection, image enhancement and restoration, and filtering. This paper describes two new structures for nonlinear signal processing. The objective of the NST is to generate a l l possible p-th order nonlinear interactions between the various signal components. The strengths of the interactions are reflected in the nonlinear signal coefficients 8. The nonlinear signal coefficients can ble used for efficient nonlinear filter implementations, robust statistical estimation, and nonlinear signal analysis. Moreover, we will show that NSTs based on the wavelet transform are, in a certain sense, optimal for nonlinear processing. Applications of NSTs include Volterra filtering [3] and higher order statistical analysis. Two types of nonliinear processing nodes distinguish the two structures consildered in this paper. Product nodes form a nonlinear combination of the coefficients according to 0 (PI,. . . , Pm) = P i l P s 2 -* . P i p 7 1 5 il 5 . * . 5 ip 5 m Different pfold products of the signal coefficients are computed at each product mode. Summing nodes form a nonlinear combination of the coefficients according to where E, sip, is a linear combination of the coefficients.
Different linear combinations of the signal coefficients are raised to the p-th power at each summing node.
Although the outputs {Ok}E=l of the product and summing nodes are not equivalent, they both produce similar NSTs. In general, the outputs of the nonlinear processing nodes represent the pfold interactions of various compo- Nonlinear signal analysis is traditionally carried out in the time or frequency domains. However, there are good reasons for considering alternative signal representations such as the wavelet domain [2] . From a practical perspective, studying nonlinear effects in the wavelet domain allows one to perform local nonlinear analysis and processing in both time and frequency. This can be advantageous in many non-stationary problems such as machinery monitoring [5] and image processing [6] . From a theoretical perspective, in Section 3 we show that the wavelet domain provides an optimal framework for studying nonlinear signals and systems. In Section 4, we apply the theoretical developments to a Volterra kernel identification problem.
Complete NSTs

Criterion for Completeness
In this section, we show that the transformation We now show that both the product node and summing node transformations are complete. The NSTs can be interpreted as a linear mapping on an appropriate tensor space. Consequently, the notion of completeness can be formulated as a spanning condition in a tensor space. Due to space limitations, we simply state the results. The details are given in [7] . The reader should keep in mind that the theory of tensor spaces plays an integral role in the analysis of NSTs, and we will discuss tensor spaces again in the next section.
Product Node Transformation
In the product node transformation, different p-fold products of the signal coefficients are computed at each node according to Completeness of the this transformation is easily established by noting that this structure is related to a symmetric tensor space. Theorem 2. Let {bl, ..., bm} be a basis (orthonormal basis) for IR". Then the NST with ("+p"-' ) product nodes forming all unique p-fold products of PI,. . . , Pm is complete. Hence, an alternative representation of the summing node structure is a bank of n linear filters ( f k } r = l each followed by a simple monomial nonlinearity (.)'. The summing node transformation provides an extremely simple structure for generating complex nonlinear signal interactions. The key issue is how can the filters {fk}EZl be designed SO that the resulting transformation is complete. A simple, constructive method to design a complete summing node structure is given next.
Summing Node Transformation
Let {bl, ..., bm} be a basis for IR" and let The construction above basically generates a class of linear filters sufficiently rich so that their tensor products span all possible p t h order interactions of the basis vectors.
The summing node transformation is particularly interesting because it allows us to represent every p-th order Volterra filter as simple filter bank, as shown in Figure 2 . Volterra filter realizations of this type are often referred to as parallel-cascade realizations. Previously studied parallel-cascade constructions rely on complicated numerical optimization techniques [3] and construct a set of kernel-specific linear filters. Hence, a separate parallelcascade structure is required to represent each distinct Volterra filter. In contrast, the parallel-cascade realization based on the summing node transformation is capable of representing every p-th order Volterra filter by simply adjusting the output weights {(Yk};=1. The linear filters { f k } E X l of the summing node transformation are the same for every Volterra kernel. Hence, the summing node transformation is a universal structure capable of realizing every homogeneous Volterra filter. Nonhomogeneous Volterra filters can also be implemented with the summing nodes by following each linear filter with a degree p polynomial nonlinearity instead of the homogeneous p-th order monomial.
NSTs in the Wavelet Domain
The previous section has shown that complete nonlinear signal transformations can be derived from any orthonormal signal basis B = { b l , ..., b m } . For example, B may be a time, Fourier, or wavelet domain basis. We will now show that wavelet-based NSTs offer a significant theoretical advantage. The motivation for wavelet-based NSTs is developed for infinite dimensional (continuous) spaces (note that until now we have focused on finite dimensional signal spaces). The properties of wavelet-based NSTs in the infinite dimensional setting carry over to highdimensional sampled spaces.
It has been shown that noise removal, compression, and signal recovery methods based on wavelet coefficient shrinkage or wavelet series truncation enjoy asymptotic minimax performance characteristics and do not introduce excessive artifacts in the signal reconstruction [l], The theoretical justification for the exceptional performance of wavelet-based processing is the fact that wavelet bases are unconditional bases for many signal spaces.
It is well-known that wavelet bases derived from multiresolution transformations are unconditional bases for a diverse variety of signal spaces. However, for the NSTs of interest, tensor spaces are the natural framework to consider. Hence, we would like to establish the unconditionality of tensor product wavelet bases. It should be noted that the tensor wavelet basis, also referred to as the "rectangular wavelet decomposition" [2] , is quite different from the usual multidimensional wavelet basis obtained via a multiresolution analysis. This result can easilly be extended to arbitrary p-th order tensor spaces, and shows that wavelet-based NSTs correspond to an unconditional basis expansion of the nonlinear signal coefficients. I t should be possible to extend this result to more general spaces, including various smoothness spaces. One possible starting point for the general problem may be found in [4].
Application -Volterra Kernel Estimation and Approximation
To illustrate the estimation power of wavelet-based NSTs for Volterra filtering, consider the following Volterra kernel estimation problem. We observe the input and output of a quadratic interaction, given by We compare the performance of the wavelet and Fourier tensor bases in a simulated estimation problem.
The kernel h is depicted in Figure 3 (a) . This kernel is the actual quadratic Volterra kernel _measured for an audio loudspeaker.' The raw estimate h obtained from the simulated estimation procedure above is pictured in Figure  3 (b). The noise in this raw estimate is reduced by thresholding the Fourier and wavelet kernel expansions at the level T = [210g(n)]~/~a, where n standard deviation of the noise and n = m2 = 1024, the dimension of the discretized kernel. This is the choice suggested in [I] . Figure 3 
Conclusions
We have developed two structures for computing p-th order nonlinear signal transformations. The transformations have an elegant interpretation in tensor spaces. It is shown in [7] that the product node transformation produces an orthogonal decomposition in the tensor space and is therefore very appropriate for estimation problems. The summing node transformation can be computed using a simple filter bank structure particularly well-suited to fast implementations. We have shown that the wavelet basis provides an optimal framework for NSTs. We have focused on the classical L, tensor spaces, but extensions to more general settings may be possible using the results of [4] . Application of the nonlinear signal transformation to Volterra kernel identification demonstrate the utility our developments.
